Resumption Advisory Group

Resumption Questions & Answers
Edition 3, Updated 27th July 2020.
This set of Questions & Answers (Q&A’s) are the result of resumption queries from Craft,
Royal Arch, Mark and Royal Ark Mariner Secretaries, Scribes and members. The answers
are intended to give the best possible information and advice to Lodges and Chapters and
may therefore be amended from time to time as further information becomes available.
Wherever possible the answer will address all Lodges and Chapters, however, as we
operate under different Regulations and Constitutions it is inevitable that some guidance
may vary. Where this is the case, the answer will be divided into relevant subsections and
be denoted as either ‘Craft’, ‘Royal Arch’ or ‘Mark’, (please also note that where an
answer applies to ‘Mark’ it encompasses all Orders administered by Mark Masons Hall).
Yellow highlights denote amendments/additions to the previous published edition.
These Q&A’s will be added to and updated as new queries arise. All such queries should be
directed to your Provincial Grand Secretary at their usual e-mail address.
For the purposes of these Q&A’s, the term ‘Lodge’ refers to Craft, Mark and Royal Ark
Mariner Lodges.
Rose Croix are taking a separate approach to resumption and information and guidance
should be sought from your Chapter or District Recorder.

Immediate action to maintain regularity prior to a meeting.
1

How does a Lodge/Chapter ‘decide’ that it is willing to meet?

Craft/ Royal Arch - Lodges/Chapters are governed by the
requirement to fulfil the terms of their Warrant. The lifting of the
Suspension means that they are again required to do so. It is not
therefore the choice of the Lodge/Chapter about whether to meet in
accordance with their Warrant and By laws and they must therefore
make reasonable attempts to do so and therefore remain ‘regular’.
It is, however, the personal choice of every member whether they
wish to attend any meeting.
Mark – Initial guidance states that “the ending of the General
Suspension will provide all our Units with the option to begin
meeting again when the conditions are right for them”. Further
guidance has however indicated that in relation to administrative
functions, Summons should be issued for all scheduled meetings as
per Lodge By laws, irrespective of whether they may practically be
able to meet or not; guidance for which is set out below. It is,
however, the personal choice of every member whether they wish to
attend any meeting.
2

Does the lifting of the Suspension mean that the Lodge is ‘required’ to
‘attempt’ to meet?
Yes, as above. From the 17th July Lodges/Chapters are necessarily
required to make all reasonable attempts to carry out their usual
tasks for their regular management. This includes issuing Summons
with the intent to hold meetings. However, it is recognised that
Lodges/Chapters may not practically be able to meet for a number of
reasons. These scenarios are addressed in various questions below.
For an attempt to be reasonable it must be practical, sensible and
logical based on all the known factors available at the time. To do
nothing or to ‘assume’ would not therefore be reasonable. It is for
individual Lodges/Chapters to determine if the steps they have taken
are reasonable.
E.g., if their usual meeting place was not yet open but in the course
of discussions with member the Lodge/Chapter ascertained that its
members would not be willing to meet elsewhere, that would in all
likelihood be regarded as a common sense and therefore reasonable
attempt to organise a meeting, (in this case precluding the need to
look for an alternative venue before following a similar course of
action as set out in Q10).
In sum, Lodges/Chapters are required to ‘call’ meetings, (by issuing a
Summons), but are not necessarily required to ‘hold’ meetings if
circumstances prevent them.

3

Are we as Lodges and Chapters now required to issue Summons’ for
meetings scheduled after 17th July 2020?
Yes. See specific practical guidance below about how to comply with
this requirement under different scenarios.

4

Are we able to issue a Summons before 17th July 2020 for a meeting
scheduled shortly thereafter?
Yes, you must issue it as soon as you have sufficient details to enable
you to do so. See Qs 5, 6, 7 & 10 below for specific guidance.

5

How much notice needs to be given when issuing a Lodge Summons?
Craft/Royal Arch – There is no set or minimum period prescribed for
this in the BoC, but the general advice is that Summons should be
sent out at least 14 days before a meeting. However, this may be
relaxed for the circumstances described above where, initially,
Lodges may be scheduled to meet less than 14 days after the lifting
of the Suspension on 17th July 2020 or where a delay occurs if a
Lodge has to secure an alternative meeting place.
Mark – The Regulations states that Summons’ must be issued ‘7 clear
days’ before a meeting, (134i). This period may be longer if so
required by individual Lodge By laws. However, under the
exceptional circumstances of the Suspension, for a limited period of
7 days immediately following the 17th July 2020, a Lodge may issue a
Summons with less notice than stipulated.

6

We have a scheduled regular meeting less than 2 weeks following the
17th July, but our hall has stated it will not be open. Do we still need
to issue a Summons?
Yes. If practical, the Lodge/Chapter should make a reasonable
attempt to find another appropriate venue, (for which a Dispensation
will be required). However, the Summons cannot be issued until the
alternative venue has been secured and the dispensation has been
granted, unless no alternative venue can be found, (see Q10 below).

7

Unfortunately our WM/MEZ/Cmdr died or resigned during the
Suspension.
Who’s name should be placed on our next meeting
Summons?

Craft/Mark - If the WM/Cmdr has passed, their name should remain
on the Summons surrounded by a bold black box and annotated ‘In
Memoriam’. If the WM/Cmdr has resigned, then that Office should be
left blank and the wording of the Summons adjusted appropriately,
i.e., for Lodges, the SW will ‘summon’ the meeting. Either the IPM
or another Past Master will ‘preside’ at a Lodge meeting. Only in the
absence of any Past Masters should a current or past Warden preside.
If no current or past Wardens are present the Lodge cannot be
quorate and must be abandoned.
Royal Arch - If the MEZ or other Principal has passed, their name
should remain on the Summons surrounded by a bold black box and
annotated ‘In Memoriam’. If the MEZ or other Principal has resigned,
their Office should be left blank and the wording of the Summons
adjusted appropriately. As the Principals rule jointly, the Chapter is
therefore ‘summoned’ by the remaining Principal(s). A PZ will be
required to preside. If no PZs attend the meeting, the meeting
cannot be quorate and must be abandoned.

Finding a safe place to meet.
8

As a Lodge/Chapter, how will we know when our usual meeting place/
hall is safe to resume meetings?
The Lodge/Chapter should contact the Management of their usual
meeting place, who will advise them accordingly. If the hall is
available for meetings, Lodges/Chapters should ask the hall
Management for evidence of the steps they have taken to ensure
their premises are safe for meetings. They must also ask the hall
Management what additional instructions might be required to be
given to members prior to their arrival and what they might expect
when they arrive, (e.g., are there reduce parking spaces, will they
be asked to be temperature tested, will they be required to wash
their hands immediately they arrive, are areas temporarily off limits,
will they be asked to bring a face covering, etc.). A simple list of
relevant adjustments and requirement for those attending will be
more useful than a copy of, e.g., the hall Covid-secure Risk
Assessment. Any limitation on numbers attending which is below the
maximum specified by UGLE (30) should be noted and adhered to.

9

Our usual hall has indicated that it will not be reopening, what does the
Lodge/Chapter need to do?
The Lodge/Chapter should make reasonable attempts to find another
appropriate venue, (for which a Dispensation will be required).

10

Do we need to issue a Summons if we can't find an alternative venue?

Yes. As above, the Lodge must be seen to fulfil the administrative
requirements of their Warrant. As meetings cannot be ‘preabandoned’ efforts must be made to attempt to meet before the
meeting can be legitimately abandoned.
If an alternative venue cannot be found the Summons should state
the usual meeting place as set out in the Lodge/Chapter By laws. As
soon as it is known that a meeting will not take place, (which may
therefore be immediately the Summons is issued, if neither the usual
or alternative venues are available), the Lodge/Chapter should take
all reasonable and practical steps to inform their members that the
venue is not however open and there will therefore be no point
making an unnecessary journey. If so informed, members must not
therefore attend or enter a hall in the hope that a meeting might be
able to proceed. This will potentially and unnecessarily cause the
hall avoidable, recording, cleaning and disinfecting tasks and
associated costs.
NB. Only at the date and time set for that meeting, (and not
earlier), can the Lodge/Chapter Secretary/Scribe conclude and
declare the meeting as formally ‘abandoned’, (see Q16 for a suitable
Minute entry).
11

Our usual hall has indicated that it will not be open until after our next
scheduled meeting. If one can be identified and is available, can we
meet at another venue?
Yes, but a Dispensation will be required to allow the change of venue
and the Lodge/Chapter must satisfy themselves that the alternative
venue complies with the requirements outlined in Q8 above.

12

Our warrant is not accessible from our usual hall, but we have found
another venue for our next meeting, can we meet in the absence of our
Warrant?

No. Warrants are the property of each Lodge/Chapter and no hall
Management can therefore reasonably refuse to provide it to the
Lodge/Chapter when so requested. If a Lodge/Chapter is able to
retrieve their Warrant, they should. However, many Warrants are
contained in large, elaborate or heavy frames that are often affixed
to Temple walls, (rather than just being ‘hung’), and may themselves
be fragile items and it is therefore appreciated that it may not be
either practical or wise to retrieve or move them. Under these
circumstances;
Craft – A temporary Warrant of Confirmation, in the form of a letter of
authority, should immediately be sought from the Grand Secretary, via
the Provincial Grand Secretary. (And see also Rules 101 and 103.)
Royal Arch - A temporary Charter of Confirmation, in the form of a
letter of authority, should immediately be sought from the Grand Scribe
E, via the Provincial Grand Scribe E. (Regulation 47.)
Mark - a Dispensation to meet when the Warrant is not present may
be issued. Dispensations are not however automatic and are at the
discretion of the Prov.G.M. based on the circumstances of each
request.
13

Do we need the actual original Warrant to meet or can a copy/
photograph be substituted?
The original must be present. A substitute of whatever form cannot
be used to replace it. However, see Q12 above for circumstances
where a Dispensation or A temporary Warrant of Confirmation, in the
form of a letter of authority may be applied for.

14

If there are two Lodges meeting in the building on the same evening, is
it 30 in total, or 30 maximum to each meeting?
This is not clear at the present time and further guidance has been
requested. However, it is the remit and legal responsibility of hall
Managements to ensure they comply with Government regulations
and limits.

15

Having been assured by our hall that it has made itself Covid-secure,
what do we do if we arrive at a hall for a meeting and it appears that
no or insufficient provisions have been or are being made to comply
with Covid regulations?
Members should not under any circumstances do anything they feel
may compromise their personal safety. If as a result, insufficient
members are willing to enter the building or specific room/temple to
form the necessary quorum, the meeting can be abandoned. After
any such incident the Lodge/Chapter are strongly advised to
communicate their concerns and experience in writing to the
relevant hall Management. Lodges/Chapters should also notify
Province when reporting and recording the abandonment of their
meeting.

16

If a meeting is abandoned, what should be recorded in the Lodge/
Chapter Minute Book?
The following or similar entry should be made in the Lodge/Chapter
Minute Book;
“The regular meeting of the Lodge on …..day …. Month, 2020 was
duly called in accordance with the attached Summons. Owing to the
continuing effects of the coronavirus pandemic the required number
of Brethren/Companions to open the Lodge/Chapter could not be
assembled and/or the Lodge/Chapter Premises not being available,
the meeting was abandoned”
Who is able to attend?

17

How many will be able to attend our next meeting?
The Covid-secure capacity of your usual, (or alternative), meeting
place will be communicated to you by the relevant hall Management.
If this capacity is less that your membership, then the Lodge/Chapter
may be required to select those who can attend.

18

How do we select who should and who shouldn't attend our meetings?
There is no set methodology for this and Lodges/Chapters may wish
to discuss amongst themselves how they might best achieve the most
equitable way of doing in relation to their particular circumstances.
However you should not rely on assumptions about whether any
particular member wishes to decline attendance (see Q20 below).

19

Are any role-specific officers required to attend meeting in preference
to other officers or ordinary members?
The WM/MEZ/Cmdr, Wardens and co-Principals would seem to be
logical and preferred attendees, if they are able to attend. Apart
from set minimum numbers of attendees to form a quorum, there
are no other officers that hold precedence over others under these
circumstances. However, all necessary Lodge functions and
operations must still be covered, e.g., if the Lodge/Chapter
Secretary/Scribe is not selected to attend, their duties must be
covered by another.

20

Due to their vulnerability and the advice to them to avoid non-essential
contacts, should we discount those 70 and over and others with
declared medical conditions from being selected to attend meetings?
No. Whilst this might appear to be a logical position to adopt, to do
so would in all likelihood constitute a breach of Age Discrimination
legislation. Such brethren must therefore be included in equitable
selection procedures, after which, if they indicate they will not
attend, it is acceptable to seek alternates.

21

Are we required to advise those aged 70 and over or those with
declared medical conditions about their attendance?

No. Members who find themselves categorised in these groups will
be advised directly by Government and their medical practitioners
about their personal vulnerability and any steps they are advised to
take to protect themselves. Any decisions they subsequently take
are ultimately their own personal choice and responsibility. UGLE/
SGC and GLMMM have all stated that “nobody should feel coerced
into attending meetings - irrespective of their office” and that
“those who are unwell or have recently been unwell and those who
are under advice to self-isolate must not attend meetings.”
22

What happens if Brethren not selected to attend turn up and there are
therefore more than the permitted maximum in attendance?
Having been made aware of the need for limits and the Lodge/
Chapter selection process and outcome for that meeting, such an
occurrence is likely to be rare. However, if an individual not
selected does attend, they should be reminded of the need for limits
and politely asked to withdraw. If they refuse to, another member
or members should withdraw. If no-one is willing to withdraw and
the number present exceeds the permitted maximum the meeting
should be abandoned and the full circumstances must be reported to
the Province where advice can be sought about a suitable Minute
entry and other related matters, e.g., whether disciplinary issues
require to be addressed.

23

As a Lodge/Chapter we have decided to resume and our hall is Covidsecure. However, having issued a Summons as required, the secretary
has received so many apologies that it is clear that not enough
Brethren/Companions will attend to form the minimum necessary
quorum. What does the Lodge Secretary/Scribe need to do?
If once a Summons has been issued it becomes clear to the
Secretary/Scribe that the number of apologies is such that a quorum
will be unattainable, there are two practical steps that must be
taken immediately;
1. The Secretary/Scribe must inform all Lodge/Chapter members
that the meeting will not be quorate and that there will
therefore be no point in Brethren/Companions making an
unnecessary journey.
2. The Secretary/Scribe must inform the meeting place that the
meeting will not go ahead.
However, as meetings cannot be ‘pre-abandoned’, the requirements
set out in Q10 above must be adhered to. See also Q16 for a suitable
Minute entry.

24

Can a Lodge/Chapter abandon a meeting in advance?
No. At present the circumstances that address where the
abandonment of a meeting may be appropriate are dealt with in Qs
7, 10, 15, 16 & 23 above. However, further advice is being sought
on this matter.

25

If we abandon a meeting for whatever reason, do we have to produce a
Summons?
On the basis that a meeting cannot be ‘pre-abandoned’ or abandoned
‘in advance’, (see Q24), a Summons must first be issued for any and
all meetings required by the Lodge/Chapter By laws, (see Qs 3 to 7 &
10 above).

26

Is visiting permitted at the present time?
At this present time we strongly discourage visiting in the best
interests of individual members and others. Whilst no view has been
expressed on visiting by UGLE or MMH, members should remember
that whilst important to us, masonic meetings are not an essential
activity as defined by Government guidance. Brethren and
Companions should at all times bear in mind the safety of others as
well as themselves, and should limit themselves to attending to their
own Lodge/Chapter or other units and not to visiting at the present
time. Brethren with numerous memberships should therefore think
carefully about their personal level of risk. Should members find
themselves considering attending multiple meetings of different
cohorts in a short space of time, they should also be conscious of the
risk they may themselves pose to others, both their families at home
as well as fellow Masons.

27

Will Provincial Officers acting in their various capacities be attending
Lodge/Chapter meetings/Installations?
Not until further notice. This includes Liaison Officers.

28

With a view to avoiding unnecessary ‘touch-points’ and to limit the
potential for cross contamination, what equipment is a Lodge/Chapter
required to use during a meeting and what can be omitted at the
present time?
A list has been drawn up of those items that are essential to be
present or used during meetings and those that are not. The list
includes advice about each item where appropriate. This is available
at the following link ‘CLICK HERE’.

29

Will a Lodge/Chapter be able to have a Festive Board following a
meeting?
No. The legal rational behind the position has been clarified by UGLE
and is available at the following link ‘CLICK HERE’.
What is able to take place during a meeting?

30

What do we do if a Brother/Companion wishes to wear rubber gloves?

Specific advice from UGLE/MMH states;
“Disposable/medical gloves should not be worn. They are far more
likely to spread the virus (if any is present) unless used correctly as
they are in medical circumstances by trained professionals. Regular
handwashing and avoiding touching your face are far more
effective”.
31

If a Hall or meeting place decide that Face Coverings should be worn by
all, can that be enforced?
Face Coverings are permitted to be worn by members during
meetings.
In addition, Face Coverings must be worn in places and at times
stipulated by prevailing Government advice.
If the wearing of Face Coverings is stipulated as a condition set by a
hall or meeting place as a result of their Covid-secure Risk
Assessment, then it must be complied with as a condition of the hire
and safe use of their facility.

32

Do we have to comply with the Ritual changes?
If you wish to carry out ceremonies, then the various advice from
UGLE, SGC and MMH must be followed.
However, Lodges and Chapters may of course wish to reflect and
consider the primary function of Ritual and Ceremony and the key
impacts and lessons they are designed to have on candidates and
participants. Lodges/Chapters may therefore resolve to wait until
restrictions on Ritual have been sufficiently relaxed before
scheduling their ceremonies.
Should Lodges/Chapters opt to take this course of action, they should
of course consider and factor in the wishes and circumstances of
candidates.
Individual considerations.

33

Can I visit other Lodges/Chapters or other Orders?

See Q26 above. This is an area where the ‘judicious use of common
sense’ must be considered and applied.
Brethren/Companions may therefore wish to reflect on the following
suggestion as to what could be considered a safe way to resume
attendance at meetings, through limiting risk to themselves, their
families and other Brethren/Companions. This is suggestion rather
than a recommendation and is set out here as an illustrative example
only.
If for example general guidance is that once Covid-19 symptoms
appear or when returning from a Covid-19 risk area, individuals
should self-isolate for 14 days, then a similar approach could be
taken to Masonic attendances. In this example, ‘attendances’ would
include practice meetings and other Masonic events, not just
‘Regular’ Lodge/Chapter meetings.
This would mean that after attending a meeting, the Brother/
Companion would not attend another meeting for 14 days; in essence
limiting their attendance to 1 meeting every fortnight. For a Lodge/
Chapter who meet every month, this course of action would permit
attendance at a practice meeting as well as a monthly Regular
meeting.
Such a course of action would also require Brethren/Companions,
particularly those who have multiple memberships within an Order
or who are members of several other Orders, to plan carefully which
meetings they would attend.
Whilst this may appear an extreme example, it is only a suggestion
and would therefore be entirely voluntary. It does however serve to
illustrate the potential risks posed by frequent meetings and the
environment in which Masonry is currently resuming, which is likely
to prevail for a considerable time and will inform what will become
our ‘new normal’.
34

Will it be necessary to have a Covid-19 test either before or after
attendance at a Masonic meeting?
This is a matter for Government and NHS advice, specifically in terms
of Track and Trace initiatives, as part of which all meeting places, as
part of their Covid-secure operating procedures, will need to keep
their own records and contact details of anyone who attends their
premises for 21 days.
At the present time there is no requirement for anyone to be tested
before they resume their attendance at Masonic meetings.
For advice on who may need or may be entitled to a test, please see
the following link – https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/
testing-and-tracing/get-an-antigen-test-to-check-if-you-have-coronavirus/

General considerations.

35

If we have to abandon a meeting because the Hall is not open or we do
not have enough brethren attending, does that effect continuity for
Jubilee Anniversaries, e.g., Bi-Centenary, Sesquicentenaries, (for MMH
Administered Orders), or Centenaries?
No. If carried out under the correct procedures and for legitimate
reasons, Lodge/Chapter/Unit meetings may be abandoned within the
Constitutions and Regulations. Any such abandoned meetings will
not therefore affect the continuity of a Lodge, Chapter or Unit.
See also Q9 of the General Q&As.

36

What happens if there is a local lockdown?
There may be instances when specific areas are locked down to
control a localized spike in Covid-19 infections. Where this happens,
it will be the responsibility of that Province, (in conjunction with
advice and guidance from Grand bodies), to decide what action
should be taken relating to Masonic Lodges/Chapters/Units.
In addition, Lodges/Chapters must at all times comply with any and
all instructions or restrictions that may be enacted from time to time
by National and Local Government in this respect.
This is the case whether such restrictions apply to where a Lodge/
Chapter meets or to where any particular member may live.
A member living outside a local Lockdown area will not therefore be
able to attend their meeting, (the hall will be closed), neither must
they therefore attempt to travel to that location.
Any member living inside a designated Lockdown area must not
travel to a Masonic meeting place outside that area.

37

What does a Lodge do if the current Master/MEZ/Cmdr does not want to
remain in the Chair for another year?

Craft - If, following the application of Rule 108 the WM does not want
to remain in the chair the following applies. The Master Elect in his
obligation undertakes to fulfil his duties as Master “until the next
regular period of election within this Lodge AND until a successor
shall have been duly elected and installed in my stead”. The only
way that a Master can therefore vacate the chair before his
Mastership runs out is by resigning from the Lodge. In the present
circumstances it is highly undesirable that he should take such a
drastic step (particularly when the duties are less likely to be
onerous in the short term), and it is to be hoped that the Past
Masters will take most of the burden of Mastership off his shoulders.
The Master may invite any duly qualified Brother to occupy the Chair
and carry out the work of the Lodge (and if he fails to do so, Rule
119 lays down who is to preside in the Lodge).
Royal Arch – The Regulations for Royal Arch differ here and the above
situation should not arise.
If the Chapter’s Installation meeting was due to be held during that
period, each of the Principals elect must be installed at the first
convocation he attends after the resumption of meetings (Royal Arch
Regulation 48, 3rd paragraph, final sentence). If an emergency
convocation is called for this (or any other) purpose, no dispensation
is required as the Principals alone have the authority to call it
(Regulation 59). BUT if the convocation is held at a different venue
from that named in the by-laws a dispensation will be required for
that purpose.
If the election convocation could not be held because of the
suspension, a contingency not expressly provided for in the
Regulations, Regulation 73 refers the matter to the Book of
Constitutions. There, Rule 106 provides that failure to elect is to be
dealt with in the same way as if the Master Elect had died – which in
turn refers back to Regulation 54, which requires Principals to be
elected at the next regular convocation to be held. Notice of the
election must be given on the summons. The Principals so elected
can be installed forthwith and will be deemed to fulfil the
qualification for election to a higher Chair at the next regular
election convocation.
Mark – All Mark and RAM Lodges have been advised to roll-forward. If
however there are particular or specific reasons or circumstances
where this is neither possible or desirable, this may be able to be
accommodated as an exception and the Lodge should contact the
Provincial Secretary for advice.
38

What does a Lodge do if the current Master, is adamant and does resign
from the Lodge?

Craft - The Lodge cannot elect another Brother as Master and Rule
119 applies. The Lodge will be summoned by the authority of the
Senior Warden until the next Installation of Master. (It is a common
misconception that if the Master dies etc. the IPM resumes the Chair
as Master. He does not.) Once again, Rule 119 lays down who is to
preside in the Lodge.
Royal Arch/Mark – This situation should not arise as provisions allow
for a MEZ/Master/Cmdr to be succeeded as and if necessary.
39

The Lodge wishes to re-elect the current Master/MEZ/Cmdr, but he is
currently also the Master/MEZ/Cmdr of another Lodge; is a dispensation
required to enable him to serve for a second year?
A dispensation from the appropriate Grand Body is required in order
to install a Brother/Companion to serve simultaneously as Master/
MEZ/Cmdr of a second Lodge/Chapter. Such a dispensation will have
been granted previously, and no further dispensation will be
required.

40

What is the quorum for a valid Lodge meeting?
Craft - Five (excluding the Tyler and any candidate), of whom one
must be an Installed Master, and two must be members of the Lodge
concerned; it is not a requirement that the Installed Master be a
member of the Lodge.
Royal Arch - Five (excluding the Janitor), of whom two must be
members of the Chapter, and three must be qualified to occupy the
respective Principals’ chairs, though it is not a requirement that any
of the latter be members of the Chapter concerned. In order,
however, for the ceremony of Exaltation to be worked the minimum
number is seven (excluding the Janitor and any candidate).
Mark – Three (excluding the Tyler/Warder and any candidate), of
whom one must be an Installed Master/Cmdr. No business can be
conducted unless three members of that Lodge are present, (Rule
125).

41

What is the quorum required to constitute a Board of Installed Masters/
Principals/Commanders?

Craft - Three Installed Masters (of whom the Tyler may be one – but if
so, a Master Mason must act temporarily as Tyler).
Royal Arch - Three Installed Principals, but no Conclave of Installed
First or Second Principals may be opened unless there are at least
two such Principals present (excluding the particular Principal Elect).
If necessary the Janitor (if qualified) may act as one of the Installed
First or Second Principals – but if so, another Companion must act
temporarily as Janitor.
Mark - Three (excluding the Tyler/Warder) of whom two must be
Installed Masters/Cmdrs. No business can be conducted unless three
members of that Lodge are present, (Rule 125).
42

What happens if a Hall could not reopen immediately and so meetings
that should have been held had to be abandoned; is there a duty to hold
the meeting that could not proceed at some other time?
Craft - An abandoned meeting cannot (by definition) be rescheduled,
but necessary business can be transacted at an emergency meeting
(provided it is not business that may only be done at a regular
meeting) or at the next regular meeting. If it was an Installation
meeting that had to be abandoned, and the Master could not be
installed within five weeks, the outgoing Master will continue in
office as in Q37 above.
Royal Arch - An abandoned convocation cannot (by definition) be
rescheduled, but necessary business can be transacted at an
emergency convocation (provided it is not business that may only be
done at a regular convocation) or at the next regular convocation. If
it was the Installation convocation that had to be abandoned, see
Q37 above.
Mark - An abandoned meeting cannot (by definition) be rescheduled,
but necessary business can be transacted at an emergency meeting,
(provided it is not business that may only be done at a regular
meeting), or at the next regular meeting. If the meeting was for the
election or installation of a Master/Cmdr, a special report must be
made to the Provincial Grand Master and his direction taken as to the
course of action to be followed.

43

The Lodge/Chapter reaches its Centenary in three months’ time, but
many of the members are showing a reluctance to attend in the present
circumstances; can the celebration be postponed?
There is no rule that requires a Centenary or any other Jubilee event
to be celebrated on or near to the anniversary itself, and therefore
the celebration can be postponed until the situation improves.

44

How should ballots be held?

In most circumstances where Ballots are indicated, they are
‘required’ to be used and cannot be substituted by a show of hands.
No doubt Lodges/Chapters will find their own solutions. One way
would be to have the balls in a small dish of diluted washing up
liquid, so that they are submerged. That will stop any cross
contamination. Whatever method is devised, members must ensure
that any balls or other tokens used are handled correctly to prevent
contamination and are cleaned appropriately both before and after
use. Great care will need to be exercised in the handling of the
ballot box.
45

How should a Lodge be closed in full in the third degree if the Lodge
wants to close in full?
Craft - A full closing should be avoided for the time being.
Royal Arch/ Mark – Not directly applicable. However, any and all
opening or closing ceremonial that requires close or actual contact
should be avoided for the time being.

46

Can individual Lodge/Chapter members be prevented from dining
together after a meeting?
It would be an individual choice, and there is no Rule by which they
can be prevented from doing so, provided that there is no breach of
government guidance. NOTE: Lodges in England must not organise a
meal for their members because that would breach the government
guidance on visiting restaurants in groups of more than two
households (or six people if outside). Welsh government guidance
currently prevents Lodge meetings in Wales, but does not prevent
meals, organised by Lodges, of up to 30 people in safe socially
distanced outdoor eating areas of restaurants.

47

Latest guidance states there should be no singing at meetings until
further notice. Why is this?
The World health Organisation recently confirmed the results of its
research which suggest that coronavirus is transmitted through
airborne droplets. Placing a ban on singing for the time being
reduces the risk of infection in confined spaces such as Lodge/
Chapter Rooms.

